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AbstratFor a bilinear stohasti system desribed by Ito equations, the following problem is onsidered:�nd the optimal feedbak ontrol law in a lass of quadrati ontrollers. The optimality riterionis the lassial quadrati one for a �xed-interval state-regulation problem. It will be shown thatthe solution is a linear map of optimal-quadrati state estimate, whih an be obtained using thequadrati �lter for bilinear system available in literature. Moreover, the matrix funtion thatsolves the ontrol problem results to be equal to the one of the linear optimal ontrol (LOC)problem.Key words: stohasti systems, stohasti ontrol, LQG optimal ontrol, Kalman-Buy �lter,nonlinear �ltering, separation priniple, Brownian motion, Ito formula.





3.1. IntrodutionVery general methodologies are available in the literature and an be often suessfully usedto solve the stohasti optimal ontrol problem in partiular ases. The dynami programmingalghoritm [1℄ and the Hamilton-Jaobi-Bellman equation [3℄ are the main tools at this purpose.A nie solution of this problem is given for a linear and Gaussian system with a quadrati ostriterion (LQG ontrol problem)[1,3℄. In this ase the solution is given by suh a ontrollerwhih results to be optimal among all the measurable funtions of the observed path, and it is alinear funtion of the optimal state-estimate. The latter an be reursively omputed by meansof the Kalman �lter, whereas the matrix performing the linear map of the state-estimate an beomputed by means of a well de�ned bakward Riati equation.This solution is quite attrative from two points of view. First of all, the solution is a losed-loop one. Moreover, the ontroller (whih is given in general by a matrix funtion evolving onthe ontrol time-interval) an be omputed o�-line by means of the above mentioned, and easilyimplementable, bakward di�erential Riati equation. The on-line omputational burden isentirely loaded on the Kalman �lter, so that we an say that, in the linear-Gaussian ase, froma omputational point of view the ontrol problem is redued to a �ltering one.Unfortunately, these nie properties of the ontroller hold no more in the more general ase of anonlinear and/or non-Gaussian system. In [19℄,[20℄ it has been given a solution for the stohastioptimal regulator problem with a quadrati ost riterion for disrete time non-Gaussian linearsystems. In [10℄ we have already shown that for a bilinear ontinuous time system and a quadratiost riterion, the linear-optimal ontroller, that is to say the ontroller minimizing the ostfuntional among all the linear funtions of the observed path, has the same nie struture ofthe ontroller in the LQG ase. More exatly, it is a linear map of the linear-optimal estimate ofthe state proess. The latter an be omputed by means of the linear-optimal �lter for bilinearsystems desribed in [8℄, whereas the linear map performing the ontrol ation is a matrix time-funtion given again by a bakward Riati di�erential equation similar to the one of the LQGontrol. Even thought the solution presented in [10℄ is a suboptimal one, nevertheless it is alosed loop and readily implementable one. Sine it is suboptimal, improvements are possibleby searhing the optimal ontrol in a wider lass of ontrollers than the linear one.The aim of this tehnial report is to perform a �rst step in this diretion by searhing forquadrati optimal ontrollers for an optimal ontrol problem with quadrati ost funtional anda bilinear system. The result is quite impressive: the quadrati-optimal ontroller is a linearmap of the quadrati-optimal state estimate. The linear map is the same as in the LinearOptimal Control (LOC) problem and hene the improvement in the ontrol performane has tobe entirely asribed to the improvement in the state-estimate obtained using a quadrati-�lterinstead of a linear one.The paper is organized as follows. In x2 the preise setting of the problem and the proposedsolution is presented. Two appendies are enlosed for reader onveniene. The �rst one onernsa brief survey on Kroneker Algebra. In the seond one the vetor Ito formula in the Kronekerformalism is realled. The reader is referred to [8℄ and [13℄-[15℄ for more details about the topispresented in these appendies.



4.2. Setting of the quadrati optimal ontrol problemFirst of all we introdue the basi notations and symbols that will be used throughout the paper.(
;F ; P ) will denote the basi probability triple. Ef�g denotes the expetation operator. L2(E),with E linear spae, denotes the Hilbert spae of all the E-valued square-integrable randomvariables de�ned on (
;F ; P ). Let I be a linear spae endowed with some inner produt, and�; � 2 I. We use the notation �� ; �� to denote the inner produt between � and �. For anymatrix M , the notation Mi;j will be used to denote its (i; j)-entry. For the identity matrix inIRn it will be used the symbol In and it will be indiated with 0n�m the null matrix in IRn�m.Let I be a real interval and � : I ! L2(IRi) an IRi-valued stohasti proess; we shall denotewith F�t the �-algebra generated by f�s; s 2 I; s � tg. For a vetor-valued proess f�tg, thenotation �jt shall indiate the j-th entry. If f�tg and f�tg are two seond-order salar stohastiproesses, the notation fh�; �itg will be used to indiate the mutual quadrati variation proess.The notation h�it will be also used in plae of h�; �it. When � and � are vetor-valued, the samenotation h�; �i will denote the matrix whose (i; j) entry is given by h�i; �ji.Let S � L2(E) be a linear spae and X 2 L2(E); then the symbol ��XÆS	 will denote theorthogonal projetion of X onto S. Anytime the underlying spae is understood we will use thenotation bX to denote the orthogonal projetion. As well known, the projetion bX representsthe best (in the sense of the error-variane) estimate of X using estimates � 2 S, and it isharaterized by the following property:E�(X � bX;�)	 = 0; 8� 2 S: (2.1)Let be given the following ontrolled bilinear systemdXt = A(t)Xtdt+H(t)utdt+ pXk=1 �Bk(t)Xt + fk(t)� dW 0k;t; Xt0 = X; (2.2)dYt = C(t)Xtdt+ dWt; Yt0 = 0; (2.3)where t 2 I, I = [t0; tf ℄ � IR, Xt 2 IRn, Yt 2 IRm and ut 2 IRq.As shown in [8, Theorem 4.1℄, eq. (2.2) is equivalent todXt = A(t)Xtdt+H(t)utdt+ eF (t)dfWt; (2.4)where eF is the following blok-matrix:eF (t) = h eF 1(t) ... : : : ... eFm(t) ... ef1(t) ... : : : ... efm(t) i ; (2.5)eF k(t) 2 IRn��k , efk(t) 2 IRn, for k = 1; :::;m where�k := ranknBk(t)	X(t)Bk(t)To ;eF k(t) := �Bk(t)	X(t)Bk(t)T�( 12) ; efk(t) := Bk(t)EfXtg+ fk(t):fWt is a wide-sense-Wiener (WSW) proess given by fWtT = [fW 1t T : : : fWmt T WtT ℄, wherefW kt 2 IR�k , k = 1; :::;m are mutually unorrelated standard WSW proesses.



5.We will seek the ontrol law ut in the lass of admissible ontrols, namely bU , de�ned as:bU = (ut 2 Lpt (Y) = ut = L(t) bXt; bXt =� (Xt=Lnt (Y)) ; Ys = � YsY [2℄s � ; s 2 I; s � t) (2.6)where the symbol � denote the projetion operator and Lit(Y) is the set of IRi-valued lineartransformations of fYs; s 2 I; s � tg.The optimal ontrol problem we will solve an be preisely de�ned as follows:minut2bU J(u);J(u) = 12E��Xtf ; FXtf�+ Z tft0 n�Xt ; Q(t)Xt�+ �ut ; R(t)ut�o dt� ;where 8t, Q(t) = Q(t)T � 0, R(t) = R(t)T > 0, and F = F T � 0, under the di�erentialonstraints represented by system (2.2) (or (2.4)), (2.3).The ontrolled system (2.4), (2.3) an be written also in the following way:dXt = A(t)Xtdt+ E�(t) bXtdt+ eF (t)dfWt; Xt0 = X; (2.7)dYt = C(t)Xtdt+ dWt; Yt0 = 0; (2.8)where bXt = � (Xt=L�t (Y)) ; � = n(1 + n+m); (2.9)Xt = 24 XtX [2℄tXt 
 Yt 35 ; �(t) = 24H(t)L(t) 0 00 0 00 0 035 ; E = [ In 0n�n2 0n�nm ℄ : (2.10)Let us now onsider the unontrolled systemdX0t = A(t)X0t dt+ eF (t)dfWt; X0t0 = X; (2.11)dY 0t = C(t)X0t dt+ dWt; Y 0t0 = 0; (2.12)and suppose, for simpliity, that fk = 0; k = 1; :::; p in (2.2). We an state the followinglemma:Lemma 2.1. Let Y0t be the aggregate vetor of the �rst and seond Kroneker powers of theunontrolled system output vetor: Y0t = � Y 0tY 0t [2℄ � : (2.13)Moreover, let us de�ne the (p+m) disturbanes vetor as the aggregate vetor of the state andoutput noises: W t = �W 0tWt � : (2.14)



6.Then, it is possible to onstrut the unontrolled extended system as follows:dX 0t = A(t)X 0t dt+ p+mXk=1 Bk(t)X 0t dW k;t; X 0t0 = X ; (2.15)dY0t = �C(t)X 0t + U(t)� dt+ p+mXk=1 �DkY0t + Gk� dW k;t; Y0t0 = 0; (2.16)where X 0t = 24 X0tX0t [2℄X0t 
 Y 0t 35 2 IR�; (2.17)and A(t) = 24A(t) 0 00 A(1)(t) 00 In 
 C(t) A(t)
 Im 35 ; (2.18)A(1)(t) = U2n(A(t)
 In) + pXk=1Bk(t)[2℄; (2.19)B(2)k (t) = U2n(Bk(t)
 In); (2.20)C(t) = �C(t) 0 00 0 C(1)(t) � ; (2.21)C(1)(t) = U2m(C(t)
 Im); (2.22)U(t) = � 0st(Im) � ; (2.23)Bk(t) = 24Bk(t) 0 00 B(2)k (t) 00 0 (Bk(t)
 Im)35 ; k = 1; :::; p; (2.24)Bk(t) = 24 0 0 00 0 0Bk 0 035 ; k = p+ 1; :::; p +m; (2.25)
Bk = 2666666664

Bk1Bk2...Bkk...Bkm
3777777775 = 266666664 00...In...0

377777775 ; Bki 2 IRn�n; i = 1; :::;m; (2.26)Dk = 0; Gk = 0; k = 1; :::; p; (2.27)Dk = � 0 0U2mDk 0 � ; Gk = 2666666664
gk;1gk;2...gk;k...gk;m+m2

3777777775 = 266666664 00...1...0
377777775 ; k = p+ 1; :::; p +m; (2.28)



7.
Dk = 2666666664

Dk1Dk2...Dkk...Dkm
3777777775 = 266666664 00...Im...0

377777775 ; Dki 2 IRm�m; i = 1; :::;m; (2.29)
with U2m, U2n as in Lemma B.1.Proof. First of all, note that system (2.11)-(2.12) is equivalent todX0t = A(t)X0t dt+ pXk=1Bk(t)X0t dW 0k;t; X0t0 = X; (2.30)dY 0t = C(t)X0t dt+ dWt; Y 0t0 = 0: (2.31)To prove (2.15)-(2.27) it is suÆient to ompute the equations for dX0t [2℄, d(X0t 
 Y 0t ), anddY 0t [2℄.From (2.30), using the vetor Ito formula given by (B.8) and the identities (A.8), we havethatdX0t [2℄ = � ddx 
 x[2℄�x=X0t � dX0t + 12 � ddx 
 ddx 
 x[2℄�x=X0t � st pXk=1(Bk(t)X0t )(Bk(t)X0t )T! dt= U2n �In 
X0t �A(t)X0t dt+ pXk=1U2n �In 
X0t �Bk(t)X0t dW 0k;t+ pXk=1 In2 � st�Bk(t)X0tX0t TBk(t)T� dt;where it has been used rules (B.5), (B.6) and (B.7).Then, taking into aount (A.5) and (A.8), it resultsdX0t [2℄ = U2n (A(t)
 In)X0t [2℄dt+ pXk=1U2n �Bk(t)
 In�X0t [2℄dW 0k;t+ pXk=1 In2 � �Bk(t)
Bk(t)�X0t [2℄dt= �A(1)(t)X0t [2℄� dt+ pXk=1B(2)k (t)X0t [2℄dW 0k;t; (2.32)where A(1)(t), B(2)k (t) are de�ned in (2.19),(2.20).Moreover, Ito formula (B.8) applied with F (X;Y ) = X 
 Y gives:d(X0t 
 Y 0t ) = �� ddx ddy�
 (x
 y)�x=X0t ;y=Y 0t � � dX0tdY 0t �+ 12�� d[2℄dx[2℄ d[2℄dx
 dy d[2℄dy 
 dx d[2℄dy[2℄ �
 (x
 y)�x=X0t ;y=Y 0t � �B(t)X0t dW 0tdWt �[2℄ :(2.33)



8.Sine it results ddx 
 (x
 y) = ( ddx 
 x)
 y + x
 ( ddx 
 y) = In 
 y; (2.34)and ddy 
 (x
 y) = x
 Im; (2.35)the �rst addendum in (2.33) an be written as follows�� ddx 
 (x
 y) ddy 
 (x
 y)��x=X0t ;y=Y 0t � �A(t)X0t dt+ eF (t)dfWtC(t)X0t dt+ dWt �= [ In 
 y x
 Im ℄x=X0t ;y=Y 0t � �A(t)X0t dt+ eF (t)dfWtC(t)X0t dt+ dWt � : (2.36)Moreover, taking into aount that (see A.8), for any vetor v, it results v[2℄ = st(vvT ), we have:�B(t)X0t dW 0tdWt �[2℄ = st��B(t)X0t dW 0tdWt � �X0t TB(t)TdW 0t dWtT ��= st �B(t)X0tX0t TB(t)Tdt 00 Imdt � :Then, we an write:12�� d[2℄dx[2℄ d[2℄dx
 dy d[2℄dy 
 dx d[2℄dy[2℄ �
 (x
 y)�x=X0t ;y=Y 0t � �B(t)X0t dW 0tdWt �[2℄= 12�� ddx ddy �
 � ddx ddy�
 (x
 y)�x=X0t ;y=Y 0t st �B(t)X0tX0t TB(t)Tdt 00 Imdt �= 12�� ddx ddy �
 � ddx 
 (x
 y) ddy 
 (x
 y)��x=X0t ;y=Y 0t st �B(t)X0tX0t TB(t)Tdt 00 Imdt �= 12�� ddx ddy �
 [ In 
 y x
 Im ℄�x=X0t ;y=Y 0t st �B(t)X0tX0t TB(t)T dt 00 Imdt � ;where we have used (A.8) and we have taking into aount properties of the stohasti di�erentialoperator given in Appendix B. Finally, it an be obtained:12�� d[2℄dx[2℄ d[2℄dx
 dy d[2℄dy 
 dx d[2℄dy[2℄ �
 (x
 y)�x=X0t ;y=Y 0t � �B(t)X0t dW 0tdWt �[2℄= 12st(� ddx ddy� � �B(t)x � xTB(t)T dt 00 Imdt � � � In 
 yTxT 
 Im �)Tx;x=X0t ;y=Y 0t= 12st(� ddx ddy� � � (B(t)x � xTB(t)T )(In 
 yT )dtIm(xT 
 Im)dt �)Tx;x=X0t ;y=Y 0t= 0; (2.37)



9.where we have suitably used rules (A.6), (A.7) of the Kroneker algebra. Hene (2.33) beomes,exploiting (2.35) and (2.37):d(X0t 
 Y 0t ) = [ In 
 y x
 Im ℄x=X0t ;y=Y 0t � �A(t)X0t dt+ eF (t)dfWtC(t)X0t dt+ dWt �= (In 
 Y 0t )A(t)X0t dt+ (X0t 
 Im)C(t)X0t dt+ (In 
 Y 0t ) eF (t)dfWt + (X0t 
 Im)dWt= (A(t)X0t )
 Y 0t dt+X0t 
 (C(t)X0t )dt+ pXk=1(In 
 Y 0t )Bk(t)X0t dW 0k;t + (X0t 
 Im)dWt= �(A(t)
 Im)(X0t 
 Y 0t ) + (In 
 C(t))X0t [2℄� dt+ pXk=1(Bk(t)
 Im)(X0t 
 Y 0t )dW 0k;t + (X0t 
 Im)dWt: (2.38)As far as the Kroneker seond power of the unontrolled output is onerned, we have:dY 0t [2℄ = � ddy 
 y[2℄t �y=Y 0t � dY 0t + 12 � ddy 
 ddy 
 y[2℄t �y=Y 0t st(Im)dt= U2m(Im 
 Y 0t )(C(t)X0t dt+ dWt) + 12O2mst(Im)dt= U2m(Im 
 Y 0t )(C(t)X0t dt+ dWt) + st(Im)dt= �U2m(C(t)
 Im)(X0t 
 Y 0t ) + st(Im)� dt+ U2m(Im 
 Y 0t )dWt= �C(1)(t)(X0t 
 Y 0t ) + st(Im)� dt+ U2m(Im 
 Y 0t )dWt; (2.39)with C(1)(t) given by (2.22). Equations (2.30),(2.31),(2.32),(2.38),(2.39) prove the lemma.From the unontrolled extended system, it is possible to obtain the �lter, for a suitable matrixK(t): dX 0t = A(t)X 0t dt+K(t)d�0t ; (2.40)d�0t = dY0t � �C(t)X 0t + U(t)� dt (2.41)where bX 0t = � �X 0t =L�t (Y0)� ; (2.42)in whih � denotes the extended state dimension given by (2.9) (i.e. X 0t 2 IR�).Remark 2.2. Note that the unontrolled extended system (2.15)-(2.16) an be equivalentlyrewrite in the following linear representation:dX 0t = A(t)X 0t dt+ pXk=1 eBk(t)dfWk;t; X 0t0 = X ; (2.43)dY0t = �C(t)X 0t + U(t)� dt+ pXk=1 eDk(t)dfWk;t; Y0t0 = 0; (2.44)



10.where eBk(t), eDk(t) are suitably matries and fWt is a standard wide sense Wiener proess (see[8℄).We are now in a position to prove the following result (Theorem 2.4), onerning the repre-sentation of a ontrolled extended system. At this purpose, we need to state in advane thefollowing Lemma.Let � a ontinuous, IRd-valued, Ft-adapted, proess, �X 2 IRn a random variable, f(�; �) :IRn � IRd ! IRn, g(�; �) : IRn � IRd ! IRnp funtions satisfying some Lipshitz ondition thatguarantee the existene and uniity of a strong solution for the following stohasti di�erentialequation: dXt = f(Xt; �t)dt+ g(Xt; �t)dWt; X0 = �X: (2.45)Lemma 2.3. Let � a ontinuous, IRd-valued, Ft-adapted, proess, suh that the measures ��,�� indued by �; � on C([0; T ℄; IRd) are equivalent. Suppose that there exists a Borel-measurablefuntion  : IRd ! IRn suh that for the solution X of (2.45) one has Xt =  (�t): Then, denotingby X 0 the solution of: dX 0t = f(X 0t; �t)dt+ g(X 0t; �t)dWt; X 00 = �X;it results X 0t =  (�t):Proof. Let �t; ~�t;	t; ~	t : 
� C([0; T ℄; IRd)! IRn nonantiipative funtionals suh that�t(!; �) = Z t0 f(X� (!); �� )d�~�t(!; �) = Z t0 f(X� (!); �� )d�:and 	t(!; �) = Z t0 g(X� (!); �� )dW�(!)~	t(!; �) = Z t0 g(X� (!); �� )dW�(!):By the hypotheses one has  (�t) = �X +�(!; �) + 	(!; �);X 0t = �X + ~�(!; �) + ~	(!; �): (2.46)From (2.46) we have that the theorem is proven as soon as it is shown that, P -a.s.:�(!; �) = ~�(!; �); 	(!; �) = ~	(!; �): (2.47)Under the equivalene hypothesis for the measures �� and ��, the identities in (2.47) an beveri�ed following the same lines as in the proof of Lemma 4.10 of [6, vol. 1℄.Theorem 2.4. Let de�ne the stohasti proesses X 0t , Y 0t whih satisfy the following equations:dX 0t = A(t)X 0tdt+�(t)�tdt+ pXk=1 eBk(t)dfWk;t; (2.48)dY 0t = (C(t)X 0t + U(t)) dt+ pXk=1 eDk(t)dfWk;t; (2.49)



11.where �t 2 IR� is a stohasti proess suh that:d�t = A(t)�tdt+�(t)�tdt+K(t)d�0t ; (2.50)with �(t) as in (2.10), A(t), C(t), U(t) given by (2.18),(2.21),(2.23) respetively, and eBk(t),eDk(t) as in Remark 2.2.It follows that: �t = bXt = � (Xt=L�t (Y)) ; Ys = � YsY [2℄s � ; s 2 I; s � t: (2.51)Proof. First of all, we prove that�t = bX 0t = � (X 0t=L�t (Y 0)) : (2.52)To this end, we an state that the following equality is veri�ed:L�t (Y 0) = L�t (Y0): (2.53)We have, indeed, that: Y 0t � Y0t = Z tt0 C(�)(X 0� �X 0� )d�; (2.54)Denoting with �(t; t0) the state transition matrix assoiated to A(t):X 0� = �(�; t0)X + Z �t0 �(�; s)�(s)�sds+ pXk=1Z �t0 �(�; s)Bk(s)dfWk;sds; (2.55)X 0� = �(�; t0)X + pXk=1Z �t0 �(�; s)Bk(s)dfWk;sds: (2.56)and then Y 0t � Y0t = Z tt0 C(�)Z �t0 �(�; s)�(s)�sdsd�: (2.57)Sine �t 2 L�t (Y0), from (2.57) it results that Y 0t 2 L�t (Y0); � = m+m2; moreover, sine both �0tand �0t, where d�0t = dY 0t � �C(t)X 0t + U(t)� dt, are WSW proesses, it follows that �t 2 L�t (Y 0)and then (see again (2.57)) we have that Y0t 2 L�t (Y 0). So the equality (2.53) has been proven.From the equations (2.40),(2.50),(2.55),(2.56) we have�t = X 0t + Ut; (2.58)X 0t = X 0t + Ut; (2.59)where Ut = R tt0 �(t; s)�(s)�sds: Then, taking into aount the orthogonality priniple, for alllinear transformation �:En�X 0t � �t ; �(Y0t )�o = En�X 0t � X 0t ; �(Y0t )�o = 0;



12.that is �t = � �X 0t=L�t (Y0)� :From this, and taking into aount of (2.53) it results that�t = � (X 0t=L�t (Y 0)) = bX 0t : (2.60)Now, let us onsider the following partition of vetors X 0t and Y 0t:X 0t = 24X 0t;(1)X 0t;(2)X 0t;(3) 35 ; Y 0t = �Y 0t;(1)Y 0t;(2) � ; (2.61)where X 0t;(1) 2 IRn, X 0t;(2) 2 IRn2 , X 0t;(3) 2 IRnm, Y 0t;(1) 2 IRm, Y 0t;(2) 2 IRm2 . Sine �t = X 0t , andfrom the de�nition of �(t) given in (2.10), we have�(t)�t = �(t) bX 0t = 24H(t)L(t)X 0t ;(1)00 35 ;and then rewriting eqs. (2.48)-(2.49) in terms of subvetors (2.60),(2.61):dX 0t;(1) = A(t)X 0t;(1)dt+ pXk=1Bk(t)X 0t;(1)dW 0k;t +H(t)L(t)X 0t ;(1)dt; (2.62)dX 0t;(2) = �A(1)(t)X 0t;(2)� dt+ pXk=1B(2)k (t)X 0t;(2)dW 0k;t; (2.63)dX 0t;(3) = �(A(t) 
 Im)X 0t;(3) + (In 
 C(t))X 0t;(2)� dt+ pXk=1(Bk(t)
 Im)X 0t;(3)dW 0k;t + (X 0t;(1) 
 Im)dWt; (2.64)dY 0t;(1) = C(t)X 0t;(1)dt+ dWt; (2.65)dY 0t;(2) = �C(1)(t)X 0t;(3) + st(Im)� dt+ U2m(Im 
 Y 0t;(1))dWt: (2.66)By omparing equations (2.32), (2.31) with equations (2.63),(2.65) respetively and using Lemma2.3, we have that: X 0t;(2) = X 0t;(1)[2℄; (2.67)so eq. (2.64) an be rewritten as:dX 0t;(3) = �(A(t)
 Im)X 0t;(3) + (In 
 C(t))(X 0t;(1))[2℄� dt+ pXk=1(Bk(t)
 Im)X 0t;(3)dW 0k;t + (X 0t;(1) 
 Im)dWt: (2.68)By omparing equations (2.65),(2.68) with equations (2.12),(2.38) respetively and using Lemma2.3, we see that X 0t;(3) = X 0t;(1) 
 Y 0t;(1) (2.69)



13.and therefore eq. (2.66) rewrites as:dY 0t;(2) = �C(1)(t)(X 0t;(1) 
 Y 0t;(1)) + st(Im)� dt+ U2m(Im 
 Y 0t;(1))dWt: (2.70)The omparison between the pair of equations (2.12),(2.39) and the pair (2.65),(2.70) showsthat, by substituting X0t with X 0t;(1), the following equality is veri�ed:Y 0t;(2) = (Y 0t;(1))[2℄: (2.71)Finally, by writing again equation (2.62) in the following way:dX 0t;(1) = A(t)X 0t;(1)dt+ pXk=1Bk(t)X 0t;(1)dW 0k;t+H(t)L(t)��X 0t;(1).Lnt �Y 0t;(1); (Y 0t;(1))[2℄�� dt; (2.72)where Y 0t;(1) is given by (2.65), and by realling that:dXt = A(t)Xtdt+ pXk=1Bk(t)XtdW 0k;t+H(t)L(t)��Xt.Lnt �Yt; (Yt)[2℄�� dt; (2.73)dYt = C(t)Xtdt+ dWt; (2.74)by invoking the uniity of a strong solution, we have:X 0t;(1) = Xt; Y 0t;(1) = Yt: (2.75)Sine it has been proven that 24X 0t;(1)X 0t;(2)X 0t;(3) 35 = 24 X 0t;(1)(X 0t;(1))[2℄X 0t;(1) 
 Y 0t;(1) 35 ; (2.76)�Y 0t;(1)Y 0t;(2) � = � Y 0t;(1)(Y 0t;(1))[2℄ � ; (2.77)equality (2.75) implies that: 24X 0t;(1)X 0t;(2)X 0t;(3) 35 = 24 XtX [2℄tXt 
 Yt 35 ; (2.78)�Y 0t;(1)Y 0t;(2) � = � YtY [2℄t � ; (2.79)so it results X 0t = Xt; Y 0t = Yt; (2.80)



14.and then �t = bXt = � (Xt=L�t (Y)) : (2.81)Using Theorem 2.4 we have the following equations for bXt:d bXt = A(t) bXtdt+�(t) bXtdt+K(t)d�t; (2.82)d�t = dYt � �C(t) bXt + U(t)� dt; (2.83)where we have substituted d�0t for d�t. Moreover, the Xt; Yt proesses satisfy the equations:dXt = A(t)Xtdt+�(t) bXtdt+ 2pXk=1Bk(t)dfWk;t; (2.84)dYt = (C(t)Xt + U(t)) dt+ 2pXk=1Dk(t)dfWk;t: (2.85)Sine bXt = 24 bXtdX [2℄tdXt 
 Yt 35 ; from (2.82) we an extrat the equation for bXt:d bXt = A(t) bXtdt+H(t)L(t) bXtdt+ EK(t)d�t; (2.86)with E as in (2.10). Now, we an rewrite the index J(u):J(u) = 12E��Xtf ; FXtf�+ Z tft0 n�Xt ; Q(t)Xt�+ �ut ; R(t)ut�o dt�as a funtion of bXt: As a matter of fat, one has�Xt ; Q(t)Xt� = �Xt � bXt ; Q(t)Xt�+ � bXt ; Q(t)Xt�= �Xt � bXt ; Q(t)(Xt � bXt)�+ �Xt � bXt ; Q(t) bXt�+ � bXt ; Q(t) bXt�+ � bXt ; Q(t)(Xt � bXt)�:Taking the expetations of the latter equality:En�Xt ; Q(t)Xt�o = q(t) +E� bXt ; Q(t) bXt�; (2.87)where q(t) := En�Xt � bXt ; Q(t)(Xt � bXt)�o (2.88)and we have exploited the orthogonality of bXt and (Xt� bXt): The funtion q(t) de�ned in (2.88)is a transformation of the error ovariane matrix, and then it depends only on time t (it doesnot depend on u). In the same way it is proven, but a onstant, that:En�Xtf ; FXtf�o = E� bXtf ; F bXtf�: (2.89)



15.Finally, by (2.87) and (2.89), we have that J(u) has, but a onstant, the following expression:J(u) = 12E�� bXtf ; F bXtf�+ Z tft0 n� bXt ; Q(t) bXt�+ �ut ; R(t)ut�odt� ; (2.90)with ut = H(t)L(t) bXt, and then the problemminut2bU J(u);with the equation (2.86) as di�erential onstraint, has the same solution of the omplete infor-mation ontrol problem: uo = P o(t)Xt (see [10℄).3. ConlusionsThis paper presents a new approah to solve the optimal ontrol problem with a quadrati ostriterion for stohasti bilinear systems. The solution is obtained by searhing for a quadratilosed loop optimal ontroller. It results in a linear map of the quadrati-optimal state estimatewith the same ontrol matrix funtion as in the Linear Optimal Control (LOC) problem (whihis formally equal to the one solving the lassial LQG ontrol problem). The improvement inthe ontroller performane has been proven to be entirely asribed to the improvement in thesuboptimal state-estimate whih an be obtained using estimators better than the linear one.Appendix A. Kroneker algebraThroughout this work we have widely used Kroneker algebra. For the sake of ompleteness, inthis appendix, we reall some important de�nitions, properties and rules about this subjet.De�nition A.1. Let M and N be matries of dimension r � s and p � q respetively. Thenthe Kroneker produt M 
N is de�ned as the (r � p)� (s � q) matrixM 
N = 24m11N : : : m1sN: : : : : : : : :mr1N : : : mrsN 35 ;where the mij are the entries of M .Note that this kind of produt is not ommutative.De�nition A.2. Let M be the r � s matrixM = [m1 m2 : : : ms ℄ ; (A.1)where mi denotes i-th olumn of M , then the stak of M is the r � s vetorst(M) = [mT1 m2 : : : ms ℄T : (A.2)



16.Observe that a vetor as in (A.2) an be redued to a matrix M as in (A.1) by onsideringthe inverse operation of the stak denoted by st�1. With referene to the Kroneker produtand the stak operation, the following properties hold (see also [13℄-[15℄):(A+B)
 (C +D) =A
 C +A
D+B 
 C +B 
D; (A.3)A
 (B 
 C) =(A
B)
 C; (A.4)(A � C)
 (B �D) =(A
B) � (C 
D); (A.5)(A
B)T =AT 
BT ; (A.6)st(A �B � C) =(CT 
A) � st(B); (A.7)u
 v =st(v � uT ); (A.8)tr(A
B) =tr(A) � tr(B); (A.9)where A;B;C;D are suitably dimensioned matries, u; v are vetors and tr(M) denotes thetrae of a square matrix M . The Kroneker power of the matrix M is de�ned as:M [0℄ =1 ;M [n℄ =M 
M [n�1℄ =M [n�1℄ 
M ; n > 0 :As an easy onsequene of (A.4) and (A.9) it followstr(A[h℄) = �tr(A))h: (A.10)Although the Kroneker produt is not ommutative, the following property holds [15, 16℄.Theorem A.3. For any given pair of matries A 2 IRr�s, B 2 IRn�m, we haveB 
A = CTr;n(A
B)Cs;m ; (A.11)where the ommutation matrix Cu;v is the (u �v)� (u �v) matrix suh that its (h; l) entry is givenby: fCu;vgh;l = � 1; if l = (jh� 1jv)u+ ��h�1v �+ 1�;0; otherwise. (A.12)Observe that C1;1 = 1, hene in the vetor ase when a 2 IRr and b 2 IRn, (A.11) beomesb
 a = CTr;n(a
 b): (A.13)By applying two times rule (A.5) it is easily obtained the following equality:(A
 v1) � v2 = (A
 v1) � (v2 
 1)= (A � v2)
 v1= (A
 I) � (v2 
 v1); (A.14)where matrix A and vetors v1 and v2 are suitably dimensioned and I is an identity matrix.



17.Appendix B. The vetor Ito formula in the Kroneker formalismBy using a formalism derived from the Kroneker algebra, it is possible to write a new version ofthe Ito formula. It has, with respet to the lassial formulation, the advantage of being muhmore ompat and allows the alulation, for a given stohasti proess �, of the stohastidi�erential of the proess �[h℄, where [h℄ is any integer Kroneker power.Let x 2 IRn and F be any C2 funtion in IRm�p, we introdue the matrix (d=dx) 
 F (x),having dimensions m� (n � p), de�ned asddx 
 F (x) �= ��F (x)�x1 : : : �F (x)�xn � ; (B.1)where the operator d=dx is given by ddx �= � ��x1 : : : ��xn � : (B.2)Note that in (B.1) the rules de�ning the Kroneker produt between matries (see de�nition A.1)are formally satis�ed, provided that the \multipliation" between the di�erential operator �=�xiand a matrix funtion F (x) is onventionally de�ned as��xi � F (x) = �F (x)�xiwhere the right hand side has the usual meaning. Similarly, we an de�ne the operator:ddx 
 ddx �= � �2�x21 �2�x1�x2 : : : �2�x2n � :Also in this ase the omposition rule of the Kroneker produt is satis�ed, but the \multipli-ation" between the di�erential operators �=�xi and �=�xi had to be interpreted as resultingin the di�erential operator �2=�xi�xj . In general, we will adopt the onvention: the multiplia-tion between a di�erential operator and a funtion F results in a funtion (the derivative of F )whereas the multipliation between two di�erential operators results in a di�erential operator(the seond order di�erential operator). Obviously, this onvention ould be generalized in orderto give a preise meaning to the quantity:d[h℄dx[h℄ 
 F (x);for any integer h � 0. However, in this paper we are onerned at most with seond orderderivatives.It is easy to reognize that, for any matrix, namely M , and for any pair of di�erentiablematrix funtions, namely V (x) and W (x), having suitable dimensions, it resultsddx 
 (V (x)
W (x)) = � ddx 
 V (x)�
W (x) + V (x)
 � ddx 
W (x)�: (B.3)ddx 
 (MW (x)) =M� ddx 
W (x)�: (B.4)Moreover, the following \assoiative" property holds:ddx 
 ddx 
 F (x) = � ddx 
 ddx�
 F (x) = ddx 
 � ddx 
 F (x)�:We an now enuniate the following Lemma (see [8℄), in whih are used the above notation,and whih is very useful in the paper.



18.Lemma B.1. For any integer h � 1 and x 2 IRn, it results thatddx 
 x[h℄ = Uhn (In 
 x[h�1℄) (B.5)and for any h > 1: ddx 
 ddx 
 x[h℄ = Ohn(In2 
 x[h�2℄); (B.6)where the matries CTu;v, u; v 2 IN, are the ommutation matries de�ned by Theorem A.3 andUhn �=� h�1X�=0CTn;nh�1�� 
 In��; Ohn �= h�1X�=0 h�2Xs=0(CTn;nh�1�� 
 In� )(In 
 CTn;nh�2�s 
 In):Corollary B.2. The following equality holds:O2nstfIng = 2 � stfIng: (B.7)Proof. From (B.6) it follows that matrix O2n satisfy the relation:ddx 
 ddx 
 x[2℄ = O2n:By alulating the derivatives in the left hand side of the previous equation, we obtain thematrix-value of O2n from whih (B.7) an be diretly veri�ed.Now, we are in a position to quote the vetor valued version of the Ito formula in the Kronekerformalism [8℄.Theorem B.3. Let (Xt;Ft) be a vetor ontinuous semimartingale in IRn desribed by the Ito'sstohasti di�erential: dXt = d�t + dMt; (B.8)where (�t;Ft) is an a.s. ontinuous bounded variation proess and (Mt;Ft) is a square integrablemartingale. Let F : IRn ! IRp;be a ontinuous funtion endowed with the �rst and seond derivatives. Then the proess Zt =F (Xt) is a square integrable semimartingale, whose di�erential is given bydZt = � ddx 
 F (x)�x=XtdXt + 12� ddx 
 ddx 
 F (x)�x=Xt(dMt)[2℄; (B.9)with (dMt)[2℄ denoting the assoiate quadrati variation proess whose arguments are(dMt)[2℄ = 2664 d < M1;M1 >td < M1;M2 >t...d < Mn;Mn >t 3775 : (B.10)
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